REHABILITATION COUNSELING
PRACTICUM/INTERNSHIP CHECKLIST
PRACTICUM

Can the site provide me with 105 hours of work over 10-16 weeks
Can the site provide me with 40 hours of direct contact? *reminder
direct contact is face to face with clients.
Is there a CRC or a supervisor with extensive years of experience to
provide weekly supervision? *reminder need one hour of individual
supervision a week
How many other rehabilitation or counseling students are at this site?
What is the typical day like?
Which days and hours would you most prefer your practicum students
to work?
What types of activities would I be expected to perform? (e.g.,
individual counseling, group, intakes) *reminder CORE requires both
individual and group experience
Does the site serve a specialized disability population?
Will I have office space assigned?
What is the clientele like?
When might I first be assigned my own clients?
How many clients might I expect to have assigned to me?
Will I be assigned at least one English-speaking client?
Will the site allow me to audio/video record clients with consent?
*reminder you must be able to record for FIU supervision purposes
INTERNSHIP

Can the site provide me with 600 hours of work?
Can the site provide me with 240 hours of direct contact? *reminder
direct contact is face to face with clients.
Is there a CRC or a supervisor with extensive years of experience to
provide weekly supervision? *reminder need one hour of individual
supervision a week
How many other rehabilitation students are at this site?
What is the typical day like?
Which days and hours would you most prefer your interns to work?

What types of activities would I be expected to perform? (e.g.,
individual counseling, group, intakes) *reminder CORE requires both
individual and group experience
Does the site serve a specialized disability population?
Will I have office space assigned?
What is the clientele like?
When might I first be assigned my own clients?
How many clients might I expect to have assigned to me?
Will I be assigned at least one English-speaking client?
Will the site allow me to audio/video record clients with consent?
*reminder you must be able to record for FIU supervision purposes
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